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Periodization of a High School Season

- Plan backwards from most important meet to the beginning

- Decide which of the meets are most important

- Decide what workout benchmarks are most important to achieve and 

when it is important to reach them

- Plan when to work hard, and when to rest

- Or injury could cause unplanned rest!

- Plan the type of training to do at which points of the season

- Adjust the plan as needed…be flexible and observant of how the athletes 

are handling training

- If an athlete is coming from another sport, consider the qualities already 

in place from the other sport

- Specificity is crucial

- Speed kills

- But not enough speed kills too

- Injuries tend to come from introducing intense training too quickly 

rather than doing speed too early

- Plan a gradual progression to maximal intensity before the first meets

Phases of Training

GP - General Preparation

SP – Specific Preparation

PC – Pre-Competition

Comp – Competition

Peak – Most important meet(s)

Macro - a number of weeks

Training Load - How hard is the

week of training?

Volume - Amount of work

Intensity - % of Maximum effort
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General Preparation Phase

Purpose – Prepare athletes for the type of training they will 

need to do to be successful

- Remember what you are training for

- Sprinters need to be fast

- Avoid training that is counterproductive to your 

end goal

- Physical qualities to build:

- Conditioning, postural strength, running 

mechanics, weightlifting technique, plyometrics

technique, 

- Create the environment of your team

- Standards of conduct for athletes

- The coach sets the example

- How will the team function as a group?

Specific Preparation Phase

Purpose – Further prepare the athletes for full training and 

competition

- Training becomes more specific and closer to competition quality

- Intensity gradually increases, volume gradually lowers

- Challenging period when intensity is increasing but the volume of 

training is still fairly high

- Injuries common in this stage if you aren’t careful

- Should be close to ready to compete towards the end of this cycle

- Be careful in your selection of training

- There are so many methods of training, pick effective 

workouts and master them vs. trying to do everything

- “Separate the need to do from the nice to do” – Gary 

Winckler

Pre-Competition Phase

Purpose – Prepare for competition

- Early competitions take place in this phase

- Every meet is not crucial

- If you rest too much, there won’t be anything left for the 

major competitions

- Emphasizing every competiton, you emphasize nothing
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Competition Phase

Purpose – Achieve good performances and improvements

- Maintain all the qualities you have built in the correct proportion

- Be careful that you are doing some of each of the important 

qualities within each week

- It’s alright if some lesser important qualities drop off somewhat

- Easy to lose track of how often you have done certain workouts 

unless you keep good records

- Meets are the most specific training you can do

- Meets must be considered in the training load

- They are very exhausting both physically and emotionally

Peaking Phase

Purpose – Perform at the best level of the season at the major meet(s)

- Find the right balance of work to rest to maintain sharpness

- Rest is most important factor, but can be overdone as well

What are the most important specific qualities a sprinter 

must develop?

• Acceleration, Maximum Velocity, Speed Endurance

• Work on all of these qualities throughout the season

• But using different methods specific to the time of year
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Acceleration

- The ability to increase speed rapidly

- Gradual transition to maximum effort runs in spikes

General Preparation

- 10-30m sprints on grass in flats

- Sled pulls 10-30m on the grass

- Short hills 10-30m

Specific Preparation

- Sprints on the track in flats, progressing gradually to spikes on the track

- Sled pulls on the track 10-30m

Pre-Competition

- Introduce blocks, in spikes on the track 10-40m

Competition

- Block starts in spikes on the track against one another

Maximum Velocity

- The maximum velocity an athlete is able to reach

- More vertical pushing than in acceleration

General Preparation

- Postural drills

- Stadium runs

- Wicket drills

Specific Preparation

- Gradual buildups to maximum velocity without a hold

- Set a distance 30-50m and each step must get faster than the previous

- Gradual buildups with a short hold (10-20m)

Pre-Competition

- Maximal effort runs of 30-80m

- Sprint-Float-Sprint runs 60-90m

Competiton

- Same as Pre-competition, but be careful with dosages and timing

Speed Endurance

- How long can an athlete hold the speed required for their event

- Speed endurance is somewhat specific to the speed the athlete is training

General Preparation

- Extensive tempo – runs at 65-75% of maximum with incomplete rests

- Total volume of 1000-2000m usually

Specific Preparation

- Intensive tempo – runs at 70-80% of maximum with longer rests

- Total volume usually 800-1500m

- Special endurance runs, longer than competition distance

Pre-competition

- Runs similar to race velocity and distance

- 100/200m runner - 80-250m

- For 400m runner 150-350m

- Special endurance runs, longer than competition distance

Competition

- Meets often become the speed endurance workouts
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Phases of Training

GP - General Preparation

SP – Specific Preparation

PC – Pre-Competition

Comp – Competition

Peak – Most important meet(s)

Macro - a number of weeks

Training Load - How hard is the

week of training?

Volume - Amount of work

Intensity - % of Maximum effort

Thanks

Glenn Smith

smithg@iastate.edu


